
The Einhell demolition hammer TC-DH 43 delivers high-power impact with an impact power of 43 J. The TC-DH 43 offers robust and durable design

and construction. The SDS-hex tool chuck ensures quick and easy tool changes. The additional handle of the TC-DH 43 is designed in such a way that

it can be adjusted through 180 degrees, which allows the demolition hammer to be flexibly adapted to any working position. In the process, the 3 m

long rubber cable offers maximum mobility. The demolition hammer is ready to use straight away with the supplied flat and pointed chisel. The unit is

supplied in a practical transport and storage case.

Demolition Hammer

TC-DH 43
Item No.: 4139087

Ident No.: 11018

Bar Code: 4006825638899

Features & Benefits
Top demolition performance by 43 J single impact power-

Robust SDS-hex tool chuck for fast tool change-

180° adjustable additional handle for flexible working-

Robust, durable construction for strong long-term operations-

Robust 3 m rubber cable for maximum mobility-

Ready for immediate work thanks to supplied pointed & flat chisel-

Supplied in a practical transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1600 W

- Impact rate 1800 min^-1

- Impact power 43 J

- Power cord 300 cm  |  H07RN-F

- Tool holder SDS-HEX 30 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 14.6 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 21.6 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 680 x 159 x 332 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 21.6 kg

- Dimensions export carton 175 x 350 x 690 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 680 | 0 | 0
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Available as special accessories

flatchisel, 30mm hexagon
Demolition Hammer Accessory
Item No.: 4139072
Bar Code: 4006825565720
Einhell Grey

pointchisel, 30mm hexagon
Demolition Hammer Accessory
Item No.: 4139073
Bar Code: 4006825565737
Einhell Grey
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